Collaborative applications ofren require peer-to-peer interaction and peer discovery mechanisms. In today's Internet, Firewall and NAT technology, and U lack of support of I P multicast. have made it very dificult to support such applications. Application Level Gatewuys and Directory Services can solve these problems to some extent, bur have scalabiliQ problems and should be used as a lust resort. This poper.describes our experience with implementing a service called Astrolabe which uses a peer-to-peer epidemic pmtocol. We show how we solved peer-to-peer communication. auto-configuration, and peer discovery. The resulting Astrolabe service can be used IO support the development of other peer-to-peer pmfocols and applications.
Introduction
The original Internet was designed so that any host (or rather, network interface) had a unique address. and any twoihosts could exchange messages using their respective addresses. As such, it was a network ideally suited as a platform for running collaborative, peer-to-peer applications. Unfortunately, driven by a shortage of addresses and commercial pressures, today's Internet is quite different from its original conception [51. Firewalls [SI. Network Address Translation [71, and DHCP [6] solve many problems of scakand security, but make direct peer-to-peer interactions in many cases impossible [ I I] . For example, many IP addresses in current use are not unique, nor are they routable One now common solution is to route messages across H " P over an Application Level Gateway (ALG) such as used in JXTA [91 and Groove [14] . The ALG (see Figure I ) is a more-or-less standard Web server that maintains a message queue for client hosts. Hosts can poll their own message queue, or queue messages intended for other hosts, simply by sending HTTP requests to the ALG. These requests and responses can be routed through web proxy servers. or NAT boxes, without problems. If enough ALGs are deployed on the Internet, this solution may scale quite well, particularly if an auto-configuration protocol like WPAD (Web Proxy Auto-discovery Protocol) were developed so that hosts use nearby ALGs to receive messages.
Nevertheless, this solution is unsatisfactory for at least three reasons. First, each host requires a persistent TCP connection to an ALG, just in case messages arrive for it, potentially resulting in many unused TCP connections that waste resources. Second, if two hosts can communicate directly, going through an ALG increases latency and wastes more resources. Finally, an ALG is a single point of failure, and its disruption may severely affect a large part of the peer-to-peer network. Thus it is desirable to use an ALG only as a last resort.
Another problem that face collaborative applications is peer discovery. When a new participant starts up, i t either has to find the other participants, or be found. A centralized directory service may not scale or be sufficiently robust, and so IP multicast is often suggested as a basis for discovery (see, for example, [I] ). Unfortunately, IP multicast in the current Internet is very poorly supported.
This paper investigates the problem of efficient peer-topeer communication and peer discovery in the context of the Astrolabe service. Astrolabe provides, among other functions, peer-to-peer aggregation of information in the form of a DNS-like directory hierarchy. Astrolabe uses epidemic protocols for internal data dissemination. I n addition to solving the problems outlined above, Astrolabe provides for automatic membership discovery and configuration of collaborative applications. Many of-the problems and solutions described in this paper came up when deployinga demo version o f Astrolabe. downloadable from the web. The demo had to install and run without any further configuration by the user who downloaded the demo.
We will start with reviewing various related work in Section 2. Next we describe, in short, the function and implementation of the Astrolabe service in Section 3. In Section 4, we present how addressing i s performed in Astrolabe. Auto-configuration o f Astrolabe i s discussed in 5. Communication using ALGs i s the topic of Section 6. Section 7 presents Astrolabe's peer discovery mechanisms. We conclude in Section 8.
Related Work
Groove Networks. Inc. (groove.net) i s the provider of a 'peer-to-peer communications technology. Although in theory peers in Groove can communicate directly with one another (assuming they are not separated by firewalls or NAT), they heavily rely on their proprietary A L G called Groove Relay Server [14] . Unless peers are explicitly configured tocommunicate directly with one another, they will use the Relay Server for communication. They also use the Relay Server for other functions. This includes message queuing for off-line peers and resource discovery. T h i s makes most Groove applications heavily dependent on the Relay Server, and direct peer-to-peer interactions are rarely used. Groove Networks has deployed dozens of Relay Servers, and the Server will be available for sale for use in enterprise settings as well. Finally, we note that e-mail is perhaps the most ubiquitous peer-to-peer protocol available. It supports, through the use of DNS. SMTR POP, andor IMAP, uninhibited peer-topeer communication, message queuing, and peer discovery. Although we have considered this option, the potential latencies involved are too large to be practical for Astrolabe.
Astrolabe
Astrolabe provides a scalable aggregation service to its clients. Astrolabe organizes hosts into a domain hierarchy, in which the hosts themselves form the leaf domains. Each domain has a set of attributes. Unlike the leaf domains' attributes. which may be directly updated by theircorresponding hosts, the attributes of an internal domain are generated by aggregating the attributes of its child domains. Each domain is identitied by its domain name. Unlike the DNS convention, Astrolabe uses Unix-style path names to identify domains. For example. "/usa/nylithaca/cornel~' (rather than cornell .ithaca.ny.usa).
The implementation of Astrolabe is entirely peer-to-peer. Each host runs an agent process that communicates with other agents through an epidemic protocol or gossip. The data structures and protocols are designed such that the service scales well:
The memoly requirements on each host grow logarithmically with the membership size;
The size of gossip messages grows logarithmically with the size of the membership;
If configured well (more on this in Section 5), the gossip load on network links grows logarithmically with the size of the membership, and is independent of the update rate;
The latency grows logarithmically with the size of the membership. Latency is defined as the time it takes to take a snapshot of the entire membership and aggregate all its attributes; Astrolabe is tolerant of severe message loss and host failures, and deals with network partitioning and recovery.
In practice, even if the gossip load is low (the agents in the demo version of Astrolabe gossip only once every tive seconds), updates propagate very quickly, and is typically within a minute even for very large deployments 1161.
In the description of the implementation of Astrolabe below, we omit all details except those that are necessary in order to understand the function of Astrolabe, and the issues that relate to peer-to-peer communication in the Internet. For an in-depth description of Astrolabe, please refer to 1161.
As there is exactly one Astrolabe agent for each leaf domain, we name Astrolabe agents by their corresponding domain names. Each Astrolabe agent maintains. for each domain that it is a member of, a relational table called the domain rable. For example, the agent "laiblc" has domain tables for "I". "la". and ' ' / a h ' ' .
A domain table of a domain contains a row for each of its child domains, and a column for each attribute name. One of the rows in the table is the agent's own row. which corresponds to that child domain that the agent is a member of as well. Using a SQL aggregation function. a domain table may be aggregated to form a single row. This row forms the own row in the parent's domain table ofthe agent.
Since multiple agents may be in the same domain. the corresponding domain table is replicated on all these agents. For example, agents "Ialblc" and "talde" maintain both the 'T' and "la" tables.
'A replicated table is kept consistent using an epidemic protocol. Each domain calculates, using an aggregation function. a small set of representative agents for its domain.
Typically, Astrolabe is configured to use up to three representative agents for each domain: The representative agents of the child domains of a parent domain run the epidemic protocol for the parent's domain Unfortunately, this requires all clocks to he synchronized which, at least in today's Internet. is far from being the case.
To solve this problem, each row is tagged with thegenerafar: the domain name of the agent that wrote or generated the row (in addition to the timestamp). Agents also maintain, for each row in each table, the set of generators from which they received updates for that row, along with the timestamp on the last received update. The merge operation is now executed as follows. When receiving a row in a gossip message, the agent adopts it, as is, if it is created by a previously unknown generator. If it is a known generator. the row is adopted if and only if the row's timestamp is more recent than the last received timestamp from that generator. This way, only timestamps from the same agent are compared with one another. and therefore no clock synchronization is necessary.
When no update has been received from a particular generator for some time period T, that generator is considered faulty, and forgotten. T should be chosen so that the probability of any old gossips from this generator still going around is very low (161. Since gossips disseminate in time O(logn), this typically is not very long, and can he determined by techniques of epidemic analysis or simulation. The aggregation function that determines the set of representatives for the corresponding domain will automatically assign a new representative. When there are no more representatives for the domain, and consequently the last generator of a row is removed. the row itself is deleted from its 
Addressing
Astrolabe supports communication using UDP/IP, using H l T P (on top of TCPRP or SSL). or both. To support H m . Astrolabe agents act both as H l T P servers and clients. As we will see in Section 6, the use of an ALG is transparent to the sending agent, but requires some additional work by the receiving agent. Before we discuss the actual communication in more detail. we will first describe the concept of reulms, and how addressing is done in Astrolabe.
A realm is a set of hosts and a communication protocol. For example. the tuple ("Cornell Computer Science Department", UDP) forms a realm, as does ("Core Internet". H l T P ) . ('Core Internet" is the set of those hosts on the main Internet that do not reside behind firewalk.) Each realm has a unique identifier of the form name:protocol. for example "cornellcsudp" and "internet:http". The hosts in a realm form an equivalence class, in that they can all be acccssed using the realm's protocol in the same way. A host can be in more than one realm, and can have more than one address in the same realm. No two hosts in the same realm can have the same address, but the same address may he used in different realms. (A similar addressing strategy was used in GTS [131.) UDP addresses are of the form "IP-address:port" (e.g.. "10.0.0.4:6422") or "DNS-name:port" (e.g., "rome.cs.cornell.edu:6422").
HTTP addresses are of the form "agent-name@TCP-address", where "agentname" is the Astrolabe domain name of the agent. and "TCP-address:' as in UDP addresses. consists of a port and either an IP address or a DNS name. For example, "/usa/nylithaca/cornel~cslrome~ IO.Q.Q.42246.
We define an extended address to be the triple (realm identifier, address, preference).
For example, ("cornellcs:udp", 10.0.0.4:6422,5). A host has a set of these addresses, and can indicate its preference for certain addresses using the preference field. We call the set of extended addresses of a host the contact for that host. The contact is dynamic as addresses may appear and disappear over time as the administrator of the host connects to, or disconnects from, ISPs and VPNs.
Unlike agent's contacts, agent's names are constant. In order to simplify configuration, we observed that realms often coincide with Astrolabe domains, and thus named realms using their corresponding domain name. Thus, rather than "cornellcs:udp". we would use "/usa/nyflthaca/cornelIlcs:udp". The core Internet coincides with the root domain, and is thus called "Lhttp".
Each domain in Astrolabe has an attribute called confacis, which contains the contacts of those agents in the domain that have been elected as representatives. This is done using an aggregation function that computes a union with a restricted output size. The contacrs attribute of a leaf domain contains the singleton set with the contact of the agent of that leaf domain.
We will now briefly revisit Astrolabe's gossip protocol to show how this works in practice. When an agent wants to gossip the table of some domain, it has to come up with an address. First, the agent picks one ofthe table's rows at random and retrieves the contacts attribute from that row. The agent then picks one of the contacts at random. The resulting contact is a set of extended addresses. The agent removes the addresses of realms that it cannot reach (more on this below). If there is more than one remaining address, the agent has to make one more choice.
In order to make intelligent choices. each Astrolabe agent maintains statistics about addresses. This is simple to do, as each gossip message is followed by a response.
following three values:
, Currently, an agent maintains for each extended address the -1. o u t s t a n d i n g : the number of gossips sent since the 2. l a s t -s e n t : time of last gossip transmission; 'If there is more than one extended address to choose from, the agent scores each address:
1. If there is no outstanding gossip, the score is the pref-
2.
If it has been more than a minute since the last gossip 3. If there is just one outstanding gossip, the score is the 4. In all other cases, the score is zero.
erence; was sent, the score is the preference; preference minus one;
This results in the following behavior. In the normal case, when gossips are followed by responses, the address of the highestpreference isalways used. Ifasingleresponse got lost, the score becomes only slightly smaller. The intention is that if there is more than one address of the same preference, the ones that are only somewhat flaky become less preferential. If there are more losses, the score becomes such that the address is only used as a last resort. Once a minute, the score is. for a single send operation, reset to the original preference. This allows addresses to be occasionally re-tested.
Configuration
In order for Astrolabe to scale well, the domain hierarchy has to be set up with care. Each domain in Astrolabe runs an instance of the gossip protocol among the representatives of its child domains. The first concern to think about is the size of domains, that is. the number of child domains in a domain. If very large, the size of gossip messages, as well as the generated gossip load, will be large as well (they both grow linearly with the domain size). If chosen to be very small, the hierarchy becomes very deep, and latency will suffer. In practice, we find that a size of 25-100 child domains in a domain works well. Smaller sizes are possible too, at the cost of some additional latency, but larger sizes make the load unacceptably large.
The second concern is locality. The domains should be constructed ideally so that the number of network hops between its child domains' representatives is minimized, and so that independent domains (one domain is not an ancestor of the other) do not share any network links. If the Internet were a tree topology, the Astrolabe hierarchy should be preferably identical to this tree. In reality the edges of the Internet often resemble a tree topology, but the internal Internet is a complicated mesh of links that defies any resemblance to a tree.
In practice, this means that there is considerable freedom in designing the higher levels of the Astrolabe hierarchy, within the limits of the branching factor. but the lower levels should be mapped closely lo the topology of the Internet edge. If we ignore the branching factor. this is not much different from the DNS hierarchy design. In DNS, too. the low levels often correspond closely to the network topology, while the high levels of the hierarchy have little correspondence to the Internet topology. Thus the main difference between DNS and Astrolabe configuration is the constrained branching factor o f the Astrolabe hierarchy. Astrolabe supports two forms of configuration: manual and automatic. The manual configuration supports various notions of security, including an integrated P K I infrastructure for the Astrolabe service. The automatic configuration i s not secure. In order to foil all but the simplest forms of compromise, the communication i s scrambled and signed using secret keys. The holy grail of peer-to-peer computing. a secure, self-configuring system, seems to be an unachievable dream. Below, we will focus on Astrolabe's insecure automatic configuration. More on Astrolabe security can be found in [161. In an insecure version o f Astrolabe, all an agent needs to know i s
Its domain name;
The set of realms that it can send messages to;
How to find peer agents to gossip with.
In the remainder of this section, we will look at the automatic configuration o f domain names and realms. Peer location, which i s another aspect o f configuration, will be described in a Section 7.
Currently, we generate the Astrolabe domain name of an agent from the DNS domain name o f the host, and the process identifier of the agent. We will first explain how this i s done, and then provide the rational for this design.
Say that the DNS domain name i s Co.C1 ..... Cr, and the process i d of the agent i s P. We use a one-way hash function on Ct ... C, (all but the first component of the domain name) to construct three 6-bit integers, A l , A*. and A S . For example, say an agent runs as process 4365 on host "rome.cs.cornell.edu". B y hashing "cs.cornell.edu" onto three 6-bit integers. we have effectively split the ".edu" domain up into 218 pieces, as the ".edu" domain itself i s much too large for a single Astrolabe domain.
Using this construction, the Astrolabe "ledu" domain itself has at most 64 child domains. Say the three generated integers in our example are 25. 43, and 4 respectively. Then the Astrolabe domain name of the agent i s "/edu125/4314/cornelVcs/rome/4365". (The three generated domains can be hidden from view if so desired.)
The hope i s that each o f the domains following "/edu125/43/4"are of relatively limited size that can be s u p ported by the Astrolabe protocol, and that these domains reflect the network topology to a close enough approximation. I f in the future this turns out to be insufficient, we can update the downloadable executable to use more levels, or perhaps come up with an adaptive scheme. The addition o f the process identifier makes i t possible to run multiple agents on the same host.
Next we have to determine the set o f realms that the agent can reach. We assume that any agent can communicate to the Yhttp" realm, that is, any agent can and that all agents within this realm can communicate with one another. In Section 7.4, we will see that this i s not always the case and we have to fix this.
Currently. these are all the assumptions we make about realms. In practice this i s sometimes conservative, and in that case agents that can communicate directly using UDP will use a A L G instead. In the next section, we describe how ALGs are configured and used.
Communication through an ALG
A n Application Level Gateway (ALG) may be the only possibility for two agents to communicate (see Figure 1 ).
Significant care should be taken in deploying and configuring ALGs. The number o f ALGs i s likely to be small compared to the number of agents using them, and thus they should be used judiciously i n order not to overload them or the network links that connect them. .Also, care should he taken that the peer-to-peer network remains tolerant o f failures, and does not get partitioned when a single ALG server crashes or otherwise becomes unavailable, and that network security is not compromised. Finally, in order for the system to scale, it should be possible to add new ALG servers dynamically to the system as the number o f Astrolabe agents grows. These new servers should be automatically discovered and used by the existing agents as well as the new ones.
Ideally, an A L G i s located on the network path between a sender and a receiver, so that the number of hops that a message has to travel i s not severely affected by the presence of an ALG. Since many senders may send messages to the same receiver, it follows that the A L G should be located as close to the receiver as possible. Thus, ideally, each firewall or NAT box has a companion A L G that serves receivers behind the firewall. I n practice, we suspect that far fewer ALGs will be deployed, but i t is still important for receivers to connect to the nearest-by ALG or ALGs.
Each receiver that wishes to receive messages through an A L G has to use HTTP requests to the ALG. In practice, this happens over a persistent TCP connection. In order to reduce the number of such connections to an ALG, not every host behind a firewall has to connect to the ALG. In
Astrolabe, only representatives for the realm corresponding to the firewalled site gossip beyond the firewall boundaries, and only these agents (typically, two or three), need to receive through an ALG. The other agents learn indirectly o f updates outside the realm through gossip with the representatives (see Figure 2 ).
In order for agents to locate ALGs, the ALGs themselves are situated in the Astrolabe hierarchy itself. Each ALG has a companion Astrolabe agent with a configured domain name. The r e l a y attribute of the corresponding leaf domain is set to the singleton set containing the TCP/ I P address of the ALG. This attribute i s aggregated into internal domains in the came way as the contacts attribute. that is, through a union operator with a restricted output size.
A n agent detcrmines whether i t is a representative for a firewalled site by monitoring the contacts attribute of the corresponding realm domain and noticing whether its contact i s in there. When this becomes the case, the agent finds ALGs by traveling up the Astrolabe hierarchy starting i n its realm and finding the relays attributes, stopping when i t has located I ; ALGs or when i t reaches the root domain. To ensure fault tolerance. I ; i s typically chosen to be a small integer such as 2 (as in Figure 2 ). I f no ALGs are found, agents resort to using a set of static built-in addresses of ALG servers that we deployed for this purpose.
For each A L G in the set, the agent generates a new extended address of the form ("domain-name@ALC", "khttp", preference), and adds this address to its contact set. The preference i s chosen to be relatively low compared to its other addresses, so as to discourage its use. Finally, the agent sends an "ITP request to the A L G to receive the first message on this address.
When an agent determines i t i s no longer a representative, traffic to it using the A L G address w i l l cease. When an agent is no longer a representative for a firewalled domain, and i t has not seen any incoming traffic from the A L G server for some time (currently, two minutes), i t terminates its TCP connection to the A L G and removes the A L G address from its contact set. I n cerlain situations i t is possible that traffic will remain arriving over the A L G connection indefinitely, however, so that the ALG connection never terminates (see Section 7.4).
Locating Peers
In an auto-configuring peer-to-peer system. peers have to find each other automatically. The same mechanisms should also unify partitioned components o f a peer-to-peer system. That is. peer location i s simply a specific case of partition repair. In Astrolabe, peers can be found using the following four mechanisms: 
Indirect gossip
We already described the first mechanism: when one agent X gossips to another agent Y, Y w i l l learn about all the agents that X knows. Multicast and broadcast provide simple ways to discover peers automatically, but care need be taken not to create broadcast storms or response implosions. Using configuration and indirect gossip, connections that go beyond multicast and broadcast can be initiated. Below we will describe the latter three mechanisms in more detail.
Multicast and Broadcast
By IP broadcasting or IP multicasting a gossip message, a single sender can update the tables of any agent that receives the mcssage. In order to avoid a large load of broadcats and multicasts, the following policies are observed. broadcasting all at the same time. In the demonstration version, it is set so that a broadcast i s generated once every 20 seconds on average.
For multicast. each agent makes use o f the fact that any agent knows, approximately, how many agents there are in each domain. This i s done by aggregating the nmembers attribute (initialized to one i n the leaf nodes) by summation. I n particular. the nmembers attribute o f the root domain contains the approximate total number o f agents in the Astrolabe hierarchy. Each agent multicasts with a rate that i s inversely proportional to this number, so that the overall rate o f multicasts i s independent of the total number of agents. The demonstration version also uses a total rate of once every 20 seconds for multicasts.
Receivers'of multicast and broadcast messages should not respond as they do with other gossip messages, as this could result in a large implosion o f messages back to the sender, and it is unnecessary to do so. Receivers of such messages learn about the sender and i t s direct peers, and will from then on occasionally gossip back resulting i n a complete merge. For example, say that A and B know each other, as do C and D. Also say that at some point D broadcasts a message, which only B receives. B will now gossip this information on to A, and gossip about itself and A back to D. Finally, D gossips this information on to C, and the merge i s complete.
Configuration
In order to find peers that cannot be reached by multicast, agents can be configured to gossip with agents at wellknown addresses. The addresses of A L G agents make an obvious choice for this purpose. The demonstration version of the Astrolabe agent comes with a set of built-in addresses of A L G agents that are located on the core Internet.
When an agent starts up, i t will first attempt to find other agents using built-in multicast and broadcast addresses. I f an agent turns out to be a representative for the root domain, the agent will occasionally gossip to the well-known A L G agents i n order to integrate with the global Astrolabe network.
Indirect Gossip
I n practice, the multicast. broadcast, and configuration techniques described above did turn out to be insufficient.
The problem is that our automatic address and realm generation makes mistakes. For example, "sulfur.cs.cornell.edu" may be a laptop. which i s sometimes connected directly to the "cs.cornell.edu" network, but may also be connected from other places using VPN technology like PFTP [ I 01, or even be connected to the Internet but without a PPTP connection set up. The automatic address and realm generation techniques, however, led an Astrolabe agent on the laptop believe it was in the tirewalled domain of "cs.cornell.edu" (see Figure 3) .
To illustrate what will happen, consider three agents lalblc, /a/b/d, and /a/e/f. Say the tirst two agents are each i n their own firewalled realms. while the third i s on the core are two. In general, the information gathered by lalblc and l a b l d will never be aggregated together, resulting in two different versions of attributes for lab. lalelf will switch back and forth between these two versions as gossips from lablc and /&Id arrive. We considered fixing the automatic realm generation problem, but for two reasons we elected a different approach. The first reason is that we could not come up with a realm generation strategy that always works. It would have required extensive network topology discovery (e.g.. [4, 121) . which would always have been prone to mistakes. The other reason is that the approach described below increases the robustness of the Astrolabe gossip protocols significantly, and may solve further unanticipated problems.
Theideais thatlalelfwillgossip informationaboutlabld back to lalblc, and vice versa. Remember that lddf already maintains for each domain a list of representatives. In particular, for domain lab, it maintains both Ialblc and lalbld as representatives. in order to implement the replacement strategy of.the merge algorithm described of Section 3. Originally.agents would maintain only the timestamps associated with updates from representatives. We extended this by also maintaining the contacts of the representatives. Now, when ldelf gossips to lalblc, it includes for domain lalb the contact of lalbld. In general, when an agent X gossips to agent Y, X includes in the gossip message the contacts for all the domains that Y is in and that X knows about.
When lalblc receives this gossip message, it finds out about la/bld,recognizes that it does not know about this representative, and gossips to it. Now that lalblc and lalbld know about each other and are communicating, they will merge their tables and aggregate the information for lalb correctly.
A Problem Remains
There is still a remaining issue, which fortunately does not turn out to be a show stopper. Say there are many agents in lab, but that they are split up in two sites S and T that are separated by firewalls, so that an agent in S can only communicate with an agent in T by using an ALG. They should have been configured into two separate realms, but they are not. Indirect gossip through some other agent will allow them to locate one another, and form a single domain lalb containing both the agents 111 S and the agents in T. Only the representatives of la/b are required to receive messages through the ALG. There are two cases of interest: either all the representatives are in one of the sites S or T. or some are in S and some are in T.
In the first case, without loss of generality let us assume all representatives of lalb are in S. All agents in T can send gossipmessages to the representatives of S through the ALG, which are then gossiped on to the other agents in S.
But it appears as if there is no way to send gossip messages to agents in T. Luckily, agents do not terminate their connection with the ALG unless they no longer receive messages through the ALG (see Section 6). As the only way for agents in S to send messages Io agents in T is through the ALG, the agents in T that had ALG addresses will maintain their ALG addresses. Through transiriviq of gossip. all updates will spread among all agents in ldb. The sec-ond case i s similar, and somewhat less problematic. as the representatives in S can gossip without restriction with the representatives in T.
Although this works in practice, the solution i s not ideal.
We are investigating if i t is possible to analyze the address statistics that are kept at each agent to determine if such a configuration mistake has been made, i n which we may be able to adjust the assigned addresses and realms dynamically.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented how the Astrolabe service achieves efficient and scalable peer-to-peer communication. auto-configuration. and peer discovery. Firewall and NAT technology. and the lack o f I P multicast support, make this complicated. The popular solution, the deployment of Application Level Gateways (ALCs), is inefficient and may lead to reduced robustness. I n the solution implemented by Astrolabe. a novel addressing scheme allows peers to avoid using ALGs when possible.
Astrolabe's auto-configuration is based on mimicking the DNS domain hierarchy, although some adjustments had to be made i n order to enforce Astrolabe's constraints on branching factors used in the domain tree. Astrolabe's architecture limits the number o f ALGs that need be used, as only the representatives of firewalled domains need to interact through ALGs.
Peer discovery i s accomplished through broadcast, multicast, and configuration, but primarily through Astrolabe's gossip protocols. A n extension to these protocols. called indirect gossip, allows mistakes i n the auto-configuration process to be masked and significantly increases the robustness of the gossip protocols.
Once up an running, the Astrolabe service itself may be of great use to other collaborative applications. For example, we have developed an application-level multicast and publishkubscribe service that works in the face of firewalls and NAT using Astrolabe. The service takes care both o f efficient message routing and listener discovery, depending heavily on Astrolabe's aggregation functionality. I t i s described in [161. 
